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PRELUDE: Standard Model – an example of QFT – a tool for precision calculations in modern
High Energy Physics (HEP)
In this School, the courses on Quantum Field Theory (QFT) and the Standard Model (SM) are
grouped into one course of six lectures.
Maybe, this is not by chance: the SM finally strengthened itself to be the modern QFT capable for
precision calculations in HEP. In my opinion, in recent years a new discipline has been born: Precision
High-Energy Physics, PHEP, both experimentally and theoretically.
Experimentally, this is first of all due to experiments at the  resonance: LEP1 and SLAC, with
their unprecedented statistics, bringing the precision of measurements at the per mil level. However,
other facilities, like TEVATRON, also approach PHEP standards. The LHC also expects to be a typical
PHEP facility, not speaking about linear collider (LC) where one expects statistics in the  resonance
mode 100 times richer than at LEP1 (GigaZ phase of linear collider).
Theoretically, it is basically the Standard Model (SM), which nowadays represents an example of
a calculable QFT. This status of the SM was achieved during nearly 40 year’s heroic efforts of a large
community of theorists’ tracing back to pioneering papers by S. L. Glashow, S. Weinberg and A. Salam
in the beginning of the sixties, and finally recognized by the decision to award the 1999 Nobel Prize in
Physics to G. t’Hooft and M. Veltman “for elucidating of quantum structure of electroweak interactions
in physics”, and for “having placed this theory on a firmer mathematical foundation”.
An important question that I asked myself whilst preparing these lectures was: Which balance
between QFT and SM? Presumably, ideally, it should be 50–50. However, eventually a SM dominated
course emerged. There were different reasons for this.
Objective reasons:
 At present, we face an impressive success of the SM in the description of the LEP1/SLC data;
 We are at the end of the LEP1/SLC data processing;
 We foresee a bright future for PHEP at the colliders of near future.
However, there were also certain subjective reasons:
 I have worked for about 20 years in the field of PHEP;
 I was deeply involved in the LEP1/SLC analysis within the framework of the ZFITTER project
and several CERN Workshops dedicated to precision calculations for the  resonance;
 Last, but not least a book The Standard Model in the Making [1], written together with Giampiero
Passarino, and finished in 1999. In this book, we tried to show how the SM works for precision
calculations of the  resonance observables.
Therefore, it is not surprising that this course of lectures is biased to the SM and  resonance
physics. I would like to say a few words as to why it is so biased towards calculations.
Here again I see objective and subjective reasons. Objectively, the precision calculations consume
a lot of mathematics and, in my opinion, it is not surprising that the creation of SCHOONSCHIP was
specially mentioned in the decision to award the 1999 Nobel Prize to Prof. M. Veltman. Nowadays, all
the cumbersome diagrammatic calculations are done with algebraic computer systems. However, I am
not going to tell you about corresponding algorithms. In my opinion, the underlying mathematics, which
the SM physics is based upon, is very simple and everybody may master it. So, I shall dare to tell you
about it.
Subjectively, it is our way of understanding physics by means of calculations. When working on
the book, we liked to say: “We do not prove Ward identities – we compute them.” These lectures follow
the same approach, although I understand that it may not be appreciated by the majority of the HEP
community. Anyway, the first five lectures are self-contained and may be studied.
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I would like to say, that these lectures are not a simple extraction from the book. I see them as
introductory and in many respects as complimentary to the book. So, in the second lecture I tried to
present a more extended discussion of the SM Lagrangian compared to the presentation in the book.
Finally, it should be stressed that both in the book [1] and in these lectures the Pauli metrics is
used, i.e. for an on-mass-shell momentum one has: -/.10 32 . . As a result of this, some equations are
looking “unnaturally” compared to a more popular choice, the so-called Bjorken–Drell metrics where
one has: -/.40 2 . .
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1 QFT BASICS. EXAMPLE OF QED
In the first lecture, I briefly recall the basics of the Quantum Field Theory (QFT), in particular of Quantum
Electrodinamics (QED), which for a very long time represented the only example of a calculable QFT.
Nowadays QED is completely absorbed by the Standard Model (SM), which completely inherited the
status of QED. We will devote some time to a detailed discussion of the SM theoretical status. In passing,
our notation and convention will be introduced.
1.1 Quantum fields of the SM and their properties
We begin with an overview of the SM fields and their properties. The SM involves physical fields
(fermions, gauge bosons and Higgs scalar) and unphysical fields (scalars and Faddeev–Popov ghosts).





































































possess physical charges and physical masses





2hgiZ scalar, neutral, massive.
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1.2 Equations of motion
Introduce notation for all fields of the SM:





spinor: mnVlj Z 	 m,Vkj Z 	
electromagnetic: po4Vkj Z 	















1.2.1 Equations of motion for free fields
All fields in QFT satisfy equations of motion, free, or with sources. Here we recall four types of equation
of motion for free fields which are met in the SM:























Dirac for spinors: V~}u N ? Z mVlj Z 0 K 	 where }u0vu 9 ﬂ 9 {
Maxwell for photons: u 99) 0 K 	 9G 0vu 9    u   9 {
Proca for heavy vector bosons: u 99) y2 .   0 K 	 9G 0vu 9    u   9 R (2)
1.3 Relation between a Lagrangian

and equation of motion
1.3.1 Euler–Lagrange equation
In QFT there exists a relation between the Lagrangian density  Vlj Z and equations of motions (I rec-
ommend the book in Ref.[2] for a systematic presentation of this subject), namely, a variation of the















All fields  and all their derivatives u o  ( Y0 [\ 	 [ _ 	pm&	 m&	x o 	x o , etc.) should be considered as
independent variables at variation.
1.3.2 Example of a neutral vector field






































































Note the L }
O
in the Lagrangian for neutral fields contrary to the Lagrangian for charged fields. In the
latter case, the fields ^`_
o
are independent and the factor of
O
does not arise at variation.
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1.3.3 Example of QED






















































































































































































The first one is the Maxwell equation with the source and the next two equations are two Dirac equations
for the m and Dirac-conjugated field m , both with sources. From these equations it is clear, why in QFT
language one says that sources emit/absorb '('+ -pairs, ﬂ*')+ and ﬂ*')( , respectively.
1.4  matrix and amplitude of a process




























	 final momentum 	 (11)
where - denotes simultaneously a particle and its 4-momentum.

































, with the aid of a time-ordering
operation ¡ .
Let us summarise our short ex-course into QFT:
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, is the primary object of QFT from which the amplitude
of a process is derived;
 
&¥¦
coupling constant, which is usually small and a perturbation expansion for a process ampli-
tude may be developed;
  Quantum fields, which a Lagrangian is made of, may act on initial and final states   and  ﬀ ,
giving rise to plane waves describing in and out particles, or contract with each other, giving rise
to propagators;
  Feynman rules for external lines, vertices and propagators offer a very transparent way of con-
structing process amplitudes, order-by-order in perturbation theory;
































is the zeroth component of a 4-vector - (energy) and «8 Vk- Z 	¬ 9 Vl- Z 	' 9 Vl- Z are spinors and
polarization vectors, respectively.
1.5 Cross-sections and decay rates
Here we recall practical formulae for cross-sections and decay rates constructed from the amplitudes of
the corresponding processes.













































































































Introducing initial densities "	Æ"
.






































































































is defined without normalization factors ÇCÈ)É and should be understood as averaged over initial and
summed over final spin degrees of freedom.


































shifted to the phase space. This is convenient for calculations in  dimensions as will be shown below.
1.6 Input parameters in the Standard Model
1.6.1 Number of independent parameters in the SM
In this section we discuss a very important issue, the notion of the input parameter set, IPS. To approach
it, let us consider a sequence of theories, ranging from conventional QED to the Extended SM (hereafter
ESM). The following Table contains the list of parameters, which a theory Lagrangian depends upon,
together with the total number of parameters of the theory ÇÈ :
Theory List of parameters ÇCÈ
Conventional QED  ' ? 7
O





EW Standard Model  N 2ha 2hX 2hg
4 mixing angles L|Û
Conventional SM  NvÜ*Ý L|Þ
Extended SM  N ? ·ß ? à ? âá
4 mixing angles
O|ã
One can see that the number of parameters of the ESM is large. However, this is a trivial consequence of
a large number of fundamental fields and the objective complexity of Nature. This Table illustrates that
the nature of the parameters in all the considered series of theories is exactly the same. In conventional
QED it is 2, but only due to the fact that this theory is limited to the description of the interaction of
photons with electrons.
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It is important to understand that the number 25 is a minimal number. Indeed:
  Three generations is a minimal number, necessary to have CP violation, which exists in Nature; re-









	 where Çé  number of generations 	 (25)
therefore, ÇCé40
P
is a minimal number which allows us to have one (minimal number) phase.
All nine fundamental fermions are found experimentally.
  Four gauge bosons is a minimal number, needed to describe all EW interactions existing in Nature. We
have the long range e.m. interaction and CC and NC short-range weak processes, therefore, we need at
least four vector carriers — 	
^ _
	I — to mediate these interactions.
All four gauge bosons are found experimentally.
  Fermionic mixing, as is proved in the lectures of Prof. S.M. Bilenky [3] is unavoidable and exists in
Nature both in hadronic and leptonic worlds.
CKM mixing is experimentally well measured, 5 -mixing is probably discovered.
  Only the Higgs boson has not yet been found. There are indirect indications, however. (To be discussed
in these lectures.)
The ESM is not able to calculate these 25 parameters and in this sense the ESM is not a predictive
theory. This is why people believe that some day a better theory will be discovered and why they wish to
find some experimental indications of new physics beyond the SM and build and plan new accelerators,
the LHC, LC, etc.
So far, however, neither the experiment has found strong evidence of new physics, (the situation
with the description of all 5 data has to be clarified and I refer to the lectures of S. Bilenky [3] and
M. Carena [4] at this School) nor theory proposed the complete explanation of the whole mass spectrum
of fundamental particles ranging from fractions of eV for lightest neutrino to 175 GeV for heaviest top
quark, i.e. more than 12 orders of magnitude!
The ESM is able, however, to calculate any experimental observable ê èìëä

in terms of its IPS. We
define
ESM IPS í the 25 parameters of above the Table R (26)
One must emphasize that this set of parameters is not unique. For instance, fermion masses may be




Z weak coupling constant d . Particle masses seem to be, however, more natural to be chosen for
IPS, and, moreover, they are more suitable objects for a treatment within the one-mass-shell (OMS)
renormalization scheme.
The comparison procedure of experimental measurements with the ESM predictions may be sym-




V measured Zñð êIò åâèÅó~ô

V calculated as a function of IPS Z R (27)
We shall now discuss of what is presently known about the IPS. The various parameters are experimen-
tally known with different precision. For instance, precision in measurements of masses ranges from
L
K




















































































R indirect limitations Z R
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Precision measurements provide constraints on the IPS. This is how one may extract information
on yet unknown parameters (or improve our knowledge of poorly measured ones). This should not
be confused with prediction in the above mentioned sense. The story of the discovery of the ^ and 
bosons and of the > quark is a typical illustration of how information about the masses of yet undiscovered
particles was extracted from theory constraints. The same story is now repeated with the f boson. One
should clearly understand that the ESM does not predict parameters, but gives hints about them via
constraints.
1.6.2 More about IPS
Let us look at typical precisions and scales of various measurements.





, is a typical low-energy phenomenon, where conventional QED











































An impressive (8 digits!) agreement between the experiment and QED calculations up to fourth order in
perturbative expansion, ß Ü  , illustrates the calculational power of QED. It cannot be by chance!
The  resonance observables are measured at LEP1 (CERN) and SLC (SLAC) with
the experimental precision úvL K +
E
R (28)
Therefore, one needs to have










This is the high-energy domain, where QED is not sufficient and one has to apply the conventional SM.
1.6.3 Number of free parameters in fits of  resonance observables
The number of input parameters, which the  resonance observables depend upon, is actually much















 MeV  L K +  	 (30)
is known infinitely precisely in the typical LEP1 precision scale L K +
E
.












This represents no problem for leptons, since lepton masses are well defined and well measured. On the
contrary, light quark masses are ill-defined and for this reason they are replaced by the other experimen-
tally well defined and well measured quantity ÂMV~'('+ hadrons Z . This introduces a new parameter
Ü 2
.
X to the theory instead of light quark masses. Next, the  resonance observables are insensitive
















Furthermore, one should exploit the precision measurement of the muon lifetime = 9 . In terms of
the Fermi constant, the relevant precision is better than L K +]ù , which again means infinite precision in our
scale. This allows us to derive 2ha with a theoretical error of ø L K MeV which is much better than the













We will call this set the standard LEP1 IPS.





+]ù , and with the rich information









we are approaching a one-parameter fit situation, with the Higgs mass 2 g being the only parameter to
fit!
1.6.4 More on coupling constants, typical scales
The LEP1/SLC and LEP2 typical scales,
¨
;





















K|K GeV 	 (35)
all are of the order of a typical EW scale: L K|K –
P










	 and the calculation must, in principle, be exact (complete) in all
these quantities. In real life, the notion of ? .
×
-enhanced terms is introduced: ß |? .
×










, therefore this enhancement is not so pronounced. Given a probable interval for the Higgs
mass of L K|K úÒ2hg`ú
P







g may have very bad
convergence.







terms may safely be ignored at LEP energies.
Present codes include the following QED, EW and QCD corrections:
QED Ü V K Z 0 L } L
P
Û up to ß V ÜZ
E
	





up to ß Ü . 	
















at ; 0 2 .X R (37)




















 are qualitatively expected














Ý are also needed, and they are implemented into the codes.
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1.7 QED free Lagrangian
Before discussing at length the ESM, it is worth recalling the basics of QED, because the ESM is very
similar to QED as far as the basic principles are concerned.


















































Here  T is the gauge fixing term, the meaning of which will be fully understood when we will consider
the ESM Lagrangian. Here we shall only discuss our notation and convention.








































































































































































































































1.8 Local gauge transformation and invariance













































 will be invariant under local gauge transformations if we replace u 9 in Eq. (38)






































Here ' is positive and '. 0 

Ü













and BIØ40 ML }
P
.














































































































































	 where u 9 u 9 0 s R (50)















1.9 Feynman rules of QED
The Feynman rules could be easily derived from the Lagrangian, Eq. (48). The Feynman rules for
electron propagator and QED-vertex could be easily guessed looking at the Lagrangian, Eq. (48), are
































































Note an appearance of the

-dependent term in the photonic propagator, a consequence of the gauge
fixing.
Let us recall the expressions for the photon propagators in three frequently used gauges:
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Usually in QED one uses the Feynman gauge. It is well known that the  -dependence cancels in
the  -matrix for a given physical process. As an example consider any '(µ')+  ﬂ&% sub-process. The


























, may be omitted.
2 STANDARD MODEL LAGRANGIAN BUILDING
This lecture is devoted to SM Lagrangian building. We will proceed in the most general ! gauge with
three arbitrary gauge parameters. Let us recall the fields’ content in the electroweak sector of the SM:
  triplet of vector bosons, ('9 , and singlet,  \9 ;
  a complex scalar field ) , (in the minimal SM we have only one doublet of complex fields);





The total SM Lagrangian should include all these fields. It may be represented as the sum of the various
parts.
2.1 Yang–Mills sector









































































variance, i.e. if one replaces u 9 in the free field Lagrangian by the covariant derivative which general











































Z part of Eq. (56) is totally fixed due to
its non-Abelian structure, whilst its Abelian part contains an arbitrary hypercharge d  , see [2] for more
details. The physical fields  and  are related to the gauge fields 
E
9 and  \9 by a well-known rotation















where ; /)V~0/ Z denote the sine and cosine of the weak mixing angle.
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2.2 The scalar sector


























where 43 K is the positive [  interaction constant and the mass term has the negative sign, : .5 K , as
is required by the spontaneous symmetry breaking.

















It contains four scalar fields: [
_
,
[]\ and f , where f is the physical Higgs boson field and

ﬀ is the
vacuum expectation value (v.e.v.).

















































































































































































































































This product, whis is only the first term of
91
, Eq. (58), contains 81 terms!
Collecting only terms with

ﬀ








































































































































































































































































































i.e. it looks like a normal mass-term of a Lagrangian.
Therefore, the Higgs mechanism generates masses of vector bosons:
2




























and these establish two more relations between the parameters of the Lagrangian. In particular, one can
see that the weak mixing angle is no longer a free parameter if one chooses vector boson masses as the
free parameters of the theory.
Let us continue our study of the product, Eq. (64). At the second step, we substitute  ﬀ and look































































. etc. 	 (72)
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And this term should be ranked as a criminal one, since it stands for  y[ \ and ^`_ t[<; transitions
of the zeroth-order in the coupling constant, and their contribution must be summed up to all orders if
one wishes to develop a perturbation theory.
To circumvent this problem one adds a gauge-fixing piece to the Lagrangian, >=@? , which cancels
these mixing terms. However, it breaks the gauge invariance and we must introduce Faddeev–Popov
ghost fields to compensate this breaking.
2.3 Gauge fixing and Faddeev–Popov ghosts



































































specify the so-called generalized p gauge with three different gauge parameters associated with three
different vector fields:  ,  , ^`_ .
































































The first and third terms modify the  propagator, whilst the second term together with the criminal



























which does not contribute to the Lagrangian and the problem of zeroth-order terms is solved.





transformation. This is, in principle, similar to what we did in QED. The relevant derivation will be
given below. Contrary to QED, we do have ghost interactions in the SM.
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2.4 Propagators in the SM




































































































































































































gives rise to the propagators of bosonic fields.































































































It is usually proved in the standard textbooks on QFT, see for example Ref. [2].
2.4.1 Full collection of Feynman rules for propagators






























































































































































R Note that propagators of unphysical fields





2.4.2 More about propagators in different gauges





X ), in three different forms. They are presented below, together with expressions

































































































































































































FD . Therefore, the physical gauge is




The Lagrangian, describing interactions between vector bosons can be easily derived from Eq. (81) in













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































From Eq. (85) all the relevant Feynman rules for three-linear and four-linear vertices are straightfor-
wardly derived.
2.5.2 FP Ghost Sector
In order to define the FP ghost Lagrangian we must subject  ' to the gauge transformation. First, we















































































































































































	p	 are physical gauge transformation parameters,
























































































































































































































































































	 where  	 Ã 0 ÷ 		 R (90)













































































































































































and a similar one for i( .
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In full analogy with conventional gauge transformations and the correspondence of gauge param-









































is restored if K
_
are identified with ghost


































































































































































Finally, for the transformation of 
X
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































( and c + c + differ by sign for interactions with all fields
but f .
To summarize our findings, we see that ghosts are fields satisfying the Klein–Gordon equation.
They possess a charge resembling the fermionic charge. In other words, they are scalar fermions, i.e.
have the wrong relation between spin and statistics.
2.5.3 Scalar Sector




























































































































































































































































































From these relations one sees, that  and Üµg are not independent. Since 2hg is a measurable quantity,
 derives from d , 2 , 2hg and Ü*g — from 2bg , 2 . On the contrary, : . (or equivalently Tµg ) should be
treated as a new parameter, which has to be adjusted such that the vacuum expectation value of the f
field remains zero, order by order in perturbation theory.



























































































2.6 Tadpoles and their role in proving gauge invariance
























































In the lowest order, we would have only the tadpole diagram (10) and the constant T g must be
set to zero. At the one-loop level, we have to take into account all 10 diagrams and the tadpole constant
must be adjusted in such a way that the vacuum expectation value of the f field remains zero.
We describe the correct procedure of such an adjustment at the one-loop level. First of all, we


































, as we did in the lowest order, and repeat the same derivation as
above. Instead of Eq. (105), for the 
C











































































































with T × (instead of T g ) fixed by the requirement of a zero vacuum expectation value of the f field. Note
that the only difference between Eq. (107) and Eq. (105) appears in the f . term.
From the renormalization of

ﬀ we are automatically led to the addition of tadpoles to the ^  ^




















































They are very important for proving that the
^
,  and f self-energies are

-independent on their mass
shells, i.e. at - . 0 32 . , - . 0 32 . , and - . 0 M2 .g , respectively.
2.7 Interactions of fermions with gauge fields




























































with arbitrary #3V L|Z -hypercharge d
.









































with hypercharges d E 	 d

. We stress, that Eq. (112) is written formally similar to Eq. (110) using a





. Thus, the m"V transforms













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Thus, three parameters ] are fixed by the requirement that the e.m. current has the conventional struc-



















































































































The first sum in Eq. (121) runs over all fermions, ﬀ , and the second over all doublets,  , of the SM.







L|Z gauge transformation, Eq. (110).
2.8 Interactions of fermions with scalar fields
We now consider the only remaining sector of the SM describing the generation of fermionic masses
and the interaction of fermions with scalar fields. We need not only the field ) but also its conjugate
)
Ö in order to give masses both to the up and down fermions. In our convention, ) gives masses
to up fermions, and ) Ö to down fermions. We recall ) and derive ) Ö using the definition of charge
















































































































































































































already established from the requirement that the e.m. current has a conventional structure.
We then substitute ) and ) Ö of Eq. (123) into 
?
èÅô
















































































































































































































































































in terms of physical fermion masses ?AÕ and ?AØ of up and down fermions. The Lagrangian may be



































































































The presentation in the two preceding sections was done neglecting the fermion mixing. Here we present






































































































































































matrices. It is easy to see that the Lagrangian
Eq. (133) is also gauge-invariant under transformations of Eq. (125).





































In order to reduce it to the usual form, one has to diagonalize the four mass matrices. This may be





























































































where ?AÕ and ?AØ are diagonal matrices in 6-dimensional # and  spaces. The interaction part, written





































































































which is non-diagonal because Vi V Z
!
and V k V Z
!
[and V i V Z g and Vk V Z g ] are, in general, different matrices.
The fermionic mixing matrix  involves the usual Cabibbo–Kabajashi–Maskawa (CKM) mixing
in the quark sector  g , and possible leptonic (neutrino) mixing p! .
































































2.9.1 Some conclusions about fermionic mixing
To summarize our study of fermion mixing, one may conclude that:
 fermionic mixing arises in the SM very naturally as a consequence of the most general Yukawa
interaction compatible with gauge invariance;


g is the usual unitary CKM matrix characterized by 4 real parameters;

p! is its analog in lepton sector, also characterized by 4 real parameters, which are not obliged to
be equal to CKM parameters;
 we therefore have a complete lepton–quark analogy and extended SM (ESM) is a very natural
extension of the conventional SM with massless neutrinos;








 Eq. (141) involves Dirac mass terms. I refer to the lectures of S. Bilenky [3] and M. Carena [4]
at this School for a discussion of Majorana mass terms and fermionic mixing beyond the ESM,
as well as whether the simple extension described in this lecture contradicts present experimental
data or whether we really do have experimental indications of any new physics beyond the ESM.
2.10 QCD Lagrangian
The SM, besides the electroweak sector described in full detail in this lecture, also contains the QCD
sector. For a detailed discussion of the QCD Lagrangian, I refer to the lectures of Prof. J. Stirling [5] at
this School.
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2.11 Feynman rules for vertices
Here we limit ourselves to presenting the Feynman rules for 1ﬀ ﬀ vertices, where  is a boson field. They
may be straightforwardly derived from the Lagrangian of Eqs. (121) and (131). A complete collection of






















































































2.12 Summary of the two lectures
In lectures 1 and 2 we studied:
  The extended Standard Model, its Fields and Lagrangian;
  Gauge transformations and different gauges:
























  Gauge invariance, which will lead to

-independence of the amplitudes of physical processes;
  Feynman rules.
We are ready to build diagrams. In the following we will distinguish:
 Born or tree level diagrams;
 loop diagrams (one-loop and multi-loop diagrams).







































































RºRºR is the fine structure constant. Therefore, ; . a and d are not independent
parameters if 2ha and 2hX are considered among input parameters of the theory.
3 DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION AND PASSARINO–VELTMAN FUNCTIONS
This lecture is devoted to basic modern tools for the calculation of loop diagrams — dimensional regular-
ization (DR) and Passarino–Veltman functions — which are based on DR and are those most commonly
used for the calculation of one-loop diagrams.
3.1 Feynman parametrization and Ç -point functions
We begin with a reduction of the propagator products to an integral representation. It makes use of






































































with jµ	tx	uy RºRºR being called Feynman parameters.


























where the arrows indicate the direction of the momentum flow (all external momenta are flowing inwards
and the loop momentum flows counter-clockwise). In the figure we also introduced the scalar parts of


























































scalar, vector, second rank tensor, ... w integrals corresponding to the type of numerator
in Eq. (151).
The quantities - ´ ½ |½
 } } 





and scalar products - .






3.2 Basics of Dimension regularization
































































































































































































































































































































































































































This may be continued for any  . Therefore, in dimension regularization the integral in Eq. (158) is zero
for any values of Ü .
3.3 Divergence counting: poles versus powers
3.3.1 Ultraviolet divergences























































































































In the second row, we considered selected scalar and two tensor integrals contributing to it. Applying
trivial counting of powers of z in the numerator and denominator, it is easy to see that various terms
in the third row have indicated ultraviolet cut-off divergences, which correspond to poles in space-time




, respectively, as shown in the fourth row. This is an example of the general rule
of correspondence between powers of the cut-off divergences and poles in  .
3.3.2 Infrared divergences














? . and B . 0 Vl- N -
.
Z
. . In the Feynman gauge the











































































































Infrared Finite Ultraviolet .
Here we have scalar, vector, and tensor integrals with different types of divergences. The scalar exhibits
infrared divergence, the vector is finite, and the tensor is ultraviolet divergent.
In all the considered cases the type of divergence may be determined by counting the powers of z
in the numerator and denominator in the corresponding regimes:
– ultraviolet, when z dD ;
– infrared, when z  K .







loop integrals using the language of the ï	ï	&	 functions by Passarino and Veltman.
3.4 One-point integrals,  functions
One-point integrals are met in the calculation of tadpole diagrams:
?
and in the reduction of higher-order integrals.
3.4.1 Scalar one-point integral
The 
\

























where we introduced the t’Hooft scale parameter : in order to prevent changing the dimension of this
integral at the variation of the space-time dimension  . The integral is computed using the general
















































































Note that the pole has an ultraviolet origin and that it is accompanied by a scale-containing logarithm.
3.4.2 Tensor one-point integrals
The vector-like & is zero, since the  functions do not depend on an external momentum and it is im-
possible to construct a vector, as well as any odd-rank tensor. The even-rank tensors may be constructed



































To calculate it, we contract Eq. (166) with  9G , use Eqs. (158) and (165) and expand around û0  again,












































Rank four tensor integral may be reduced in a similar way, see Section 5.1.1.2 of Ref. [1].
3.5 Two-point integrals,  functions





Their family is far more reach compared to  functions.
3.5.1 Scalar two-point integral
The scalar 
\
function is defined by the integral containing two propagators 
\
and ] , one of which















































Using Eq. (152) for Ü 0
O
, it is easy to derive the general result for the 
\















































































Some particular cases are also frequently met:




























































































































3.5.2 Tensor two-point integrals
Here we describe the calculation of the vector and tensor  functions. The calculation exploits the





































































































































































































































































The appearance of  in front of a function to be derived prevents the trivial solution of this system. In
order to solve it, and similar ones, we have to know the singular parts of all one- and two-point functions.
Only then may we properly expand around h0  (cf. discussion around Eq. (167)). The calculation of











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.5.4 Reduction for - . 0 K
As seen from Eq. (188), the reduction fails at -/.40 K . In this case, the results should be derived from the





































































































































3.5.5 Derivatives of  functions
In actual calculations one also needs the derivatives of  functions (already seen in Eq. (189)). They
appear in the renormalization factors associated with external lines. Again, from the integral representa-

























































They all but derivative of 
.~.
are finite. The latter contains an UV-pole. For QED diagrams the deriva-
tives are infrared divergent and must be regularized. As usual, we use the dimensional regularization,





















































































































































































































































In this section we have presented quite an exhaustive study of  functions and their basic properties.
As we have seen, they are much more involved than the simple case of  functions. A similar degree
of complication takes place at each step towards the  and  functions. For this reason it would be
impossible to cover the subject with the same degree of detail as for the  and  functions in these
lectures. Therefore, I will limit myself to definitions and to a minimal amount of information about 3-
and 4-point functions. For more details, refer to Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 of the book in Ref. [1].
3.6 Three-point integrals,  functions










.3.6.1 Scalar 3-point function






































































Next, B 0W- N -
.
and BI. 0`Vk- N -
.
Z
























































































































3.6.2 An example of the massive 
\
function
There is only one generic three-point scalar integral which occurs in the calculation of two fermion
production when all external fermionic masses are ignored. In this case only one fermion mass has to








































































































































































































































¬ . It is
necessary to properly define the analytic continuation at BÁ.M  ; .































































































































































































































3.6.4 Infrared divergent 
\
function
In all the cases considered above the 
\
functions were finite. However, the QED vertex contains IRD














? . and in order to regularize it, in older days people introduced
infinitesimal photonic mass, ?
.
0E , with  being small with respect to all the other quantities. Although
by now the infrared singularities are treated within the dimensional regularization approach, this example








































¬	 with 6 Vt Z 0h? . N B . t4V LÁ t Z R (208)
























































































































































In the next lecture, I will present the derivation of this 
\
by the dimensional regularization method. It










establishes the bridge between the two regularizations.




dilogarithms and several Veltman’s  -func-
tions, see Section 5.1.4.3 of Ref. [1].
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3.6.5 Tensor three-point integrals

















































































































































The reduction of these tensors is developed using standard technique. All the details may be found in
Sections 5.1.4.4 and 5.1.4.5 of Ref. [1].
3.7 Four-point integrals,  functions















Fig. 1: The box diagram.
The four-point functions are again much more complicated than the previous ones. Only definitions and
some particular cases will be presented here.
3.7.1 The scalar four-point integral, 
\
function
The integral defining a 
\



























































































































R In terms of











































































































































































3.7.2 Reduction of tensor four-point integrals



























































































































































































































































































































The reduction is performed by making use of standard technique. Details may be found in Section 5.1.5.2
of Ref. [1].
For the '('+ annihilation into fermion pairs, SM boxes are met only in two topologies: direct or
crossed. For ^^ internal lines there is a peculiar aspect due to charge conservation:
only direct box is present for ' ( ' +    {
only crossed box is present for ')(µ'+ 8 8 R











































Fig. 2: ] -boxes.
3.7.3 Some particular cases of 
\
functions
Case 1). The most general expression which one encounters when considering & and ^^ boxes with

















































































































































































































































































































































Case 2). This case is encountered when considering & and  boxes, where it is useful to introduce

















































































































































These auxiliary integrals are simple to calculate. Moreover, the following identities are very useful to

















































































































































































































































































































































































































	Æ?A@ may be be found in Section 5.1.5.3 of Ref. [1].




The standard Passarino–Veltman (PV) functions, 3	U	&	 , considered in this lecture, are sufficient
to calculate one-loop corrections in

0
L and # gauges. In the ! -gauge additional complications
arise. Let us consider a diagram with internal photonic lines, with photon propagators, which contain













Fig. 3: An example of Feynman diagram leading to special PV functions.
3.8.1 The scalar 
\
function











































































































































































This integral is defined in the whole  -plane for - .¤£0  ? . and it shows an infrared pole at  0  .
3.8.2 Vector   function





































































































































































































































fully consistent with our previous findings, cf. Eq. (158). In this way we derive a typical relation between






























3.8.3 The rank two tensor integral










































































































































































































































































































































































3.8.4 One more special series
One more class of functions,




































With infrared regularization,  0  N




































































































3.8.5 Vector and tensor

 integrals































































































































































The full collection of scalar, vectors and tensors is, nevertheless, needed if we wish to develop an auto-






When considering arbitrary four-fermion processes one encounters additional functions. An example is
given by four classes of special functions, called 







. The function with Ã 0 K
O
is a pinch of the ﬂﬂ -box diagram. Here we give only defining equations for the scalar functions, referring














































































































































































































is richer than that of the 
Fâ












































































































































































































Their reduction may be found in Section 5.1.6.3 of Ref. [1].
3.9 Summary of the three Lectures
In lectures 1–3 we studied:
  Basics of present QFT
– Standard Model, its fields, and Lagrangian;






– Feynman rules, and building of diagrams.
  Dimension regularization and Ç -point functions;
  Calculation of loop integrals:
– standard PV functions: 3	ÁU	r&	Á ;
– special PV functions: 
	Á	Á	Á ;
It is time to calculate diagrams.
We emphasize that there are Ultraviolet and Infrared dimensional regularizations:









































4 TOWARDS PRECISION PREDICTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVABLES
In this lecture we will exploit the knowledge mastered in the previous lectures for calculating the simplest
QED diagrams. The second half of the lecture will be devoted to a complete calculation of QED radiative
corrections for the  decay for final-state massless fermions using a technique specific to the massless
case.
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4.1 Calculation of simplest QED diagrams
4.1.1 Photonic self-energy diagram










Applying the Feynman rules for vertices and propagators, we construct an initial expression to be inte-














































































Using the definitions of the 
\
function, Eq. (161), and of the vector and tensor  functions, Eqs. (176)














































































































































































































































































and the desired equality is immediately verified.
The final result for  @ -/. deserves careful examination. We give three representations for it:










3) explicitly, in terms of the separated out UV-pole and a finite logarithm.































































































Two limiting cases are of practical interest:




































































































is the renormalized photonic self-energy, as will be proved later.
4.1.2 Fermionic self-energy
Fermionic self-energy is a  ©  matrix, described by the diagram:
Applying the Feynman rules, we derive an initial expression, which again may be immediately written


















































































































































The fermionic self-energy on the fermion mass shell is ultraviolet divergent but finite in the infrared







ﬂ , develops a singularity due to the zero mass of the






































































































































































































































2.   is the Dirac electric form factor, it is ultraviolet and infrared divergent;
3. 
.
is the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, it is finite.
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in order to arrive at the standard parametrization of the QED vertex, Eq. (273), with   B . 	Æ? and

.





























































In the derivation presented above we intentionally did not use the formalism of PV functions in order to
show that in some cases a direct application of the formulae of Section 3.2 may be profitable. Of course,
























































































Two limiting cases deserve our attention:
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The quantity of physical interest is   subtracted at zero momentum. From Eqs. (289)–(290), we derive




























































Note that the subtracted vertex is UV-finite but IR-divergent. The latter divergence cancels with the
infrared divergence originating from the soft bremsstrahlung contribution.
4.1.4 QED box diagrams





The integration of box diagrams over internal momentum z is rather involved and we will not present it
here. However, for completeness, we will give answers since boxes are the last QED one-loop diagrams.
In the one-loop approximation, the boxes contribute via interference with the lowest order (Born) ﬂ -
exchange diagram. For this reason we give, first of all, the Born amplitude squared, summed over final














































































































































































































































































































































































































may be split into an infrared divergent function 
\



























































































































































































































































































































































































































Note, that contrary to the vertices, the box diagrams show no mass singularities ( ¸ Á? is not present).
This is an exhibition of a general property of absence of collinear divergences in interference-like con-
tributions (boxes behave similarly to the initial–final bremsstrahlung interference).
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4.2 Massless World
In this section we present an alternative derivation of QED corrections for a simple case of the decay
of a neutral heavy particle into massless fermions, avoiding PV functions. We will present a formalism
originally proposed in QCD for massless quarks and gluons. It could be applied to QED too. Within
this formalism, all the calculations, including kinematics, must be consistently done in  -dimensions.
For this reason we begin with a derivation of the two-body phase space in  -dimensions. We will then
discuss the calculation of the vertex function for massless fermions, and finally present the three-body
phase space in  -dimensions, a calculation of the bremsstrahlung contribution, and of the total correction.
4.2.1 Two-body phase space in  -dimensions
















































which differs from a convention of the Particle Data Group (PDG) [6]. In Eq. (303) all the 4-momenta





































































































































































































































































































































































For infrared regularization Ò0  Nº














































Furthermore, introducing one more variable, yï0  (
|
.
































































































































































to a representation containing only one Ó function. It is not convenient for expansions, however.
4.2.2 Calculation of  decay width with QED radiative corrections
In order to calculate ßYV ÜµZ QED radiative corrections for  decay, one has to consider virtual and real
corrections. The former originate from all possible insertions of a virtual photon line into the tree-level
(Born) diagram and, as will be shown below, only the vertex diagram contributes. The latter are described






















I recommend that the same line of calculations for the vertex, as presented in Section 4.1.3 be followed.




















































































































, and the decomposition into


































































































































































































massive case we had mass singularities which exhibited themselves as ¸ Á? , and now we have, instead,
collinear divergences (CD), which develop poles in the infrared regulator L } 

.
For the tensor we may also use the infrared regulator, in spite of the fact that it has an UV diver-
gence. It also has CD, and we may use the same infrared regulator for both, remembering the existence















































































Because of the presence of double poles all the expansions should be performed up to 

. . They are






























































































































































































To summarize our study of the massless QED vertex we note:

















; a property of infrared
regularization;
2. In the tensor integral we faced a migration of the ultraviolet pole into an infrared one;
3. The physical origin of double poles is the product: infrared © collinear divergences.
4.2.4 Fermionic self-energy in the massless world




















































































































We see that the fermionic self-energy in the massless world vanishes on the fermion mass-shell, i.e. at
-/.40
K (for the same reason as  âV K Z 0 K , see item 1, above).
4.2.5 Virtual correction in  -dimensions


















The factor L }|Vl yL|Z follows from averaging over the  polarizations.
For a correct treatment of the factors
O

























remembering the integration over an internal momentum z .


































(this is achieved by means of the trace calculation in  dimensions).
































































4.2.6 Three-body phase space
For the study of bremsstrahlung in  dimensions, one has to consider the three-body phase space in










































































































































This parametrization of the phase space corresponds to the kinematical cascade (shown in Fig. 4) of the




After reordering the terms in Eq. (335), we can use the intermediate result for the two-body phase




















































































































































































The two remaining angular integrations in Eq. (336) should be treated differently. The first one may be
taken, since the matrix element squared is independent of the angle of rotation of the whole picture of










































































and keep the integral untaken, since the matrix element squared may depend on it. Substituting two


























































































































4.2.7 The radiative decay  ﬀ ﬀ/ﬂ
For the radiative process, we define 4-momenta, 1V~B Z  ﬀxVl- ZqN ﬀV z Z*N ﬂµV HZ . Its kinematics may be
specified in terms of two invariants, for which it is convenient to choose two dimensionless invariant






























































































































where 'GV~B Z and ¬®V HZ are the  and photon polarization vectors.





































and t 0vV LÁ j Z y N j .









from averaging over the  boson spin.
The complete bremsstrahlung contribution is the product of the amplitude squared © the phase-
space factor integrated over the jµ	¼y . All the bremsstrahlung integrals can easily be performed in 













































































































4.2.8 Total QED correction


































To summarize our exercises of massless calculations, we conclude:
1. All the double and single poles (infrared and collinear) and all the unphysical terms, like logarithms
of the t’Hooft scale and the Euler constant, cancel in the combined expression;
2. The cancellation of the infrared divergences is the consequence of the Blokh–Nordsiek theorem,
whilst the cancellation of the collinear divergences — of Kinoshita–Lee–Nauenberg (KLN) theo-
rem for the inclusive set-up (i.e. integrated over the full photonic phase space);
3. No renormalization was needed in this example; we simply computed all the diagrams, summed
them up, and got the finite answer. As we will see below, when we study renormalization, this is
a property of the massless theory only, where the fermionic self-energy diagrams vanish on-mass-
shell. The relevant counter-terms, involving the derivative of the self-energy and the  âV K Z also
vanish, and renormalization is effectively not needed.
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4.3 Summary of the four lectures
As usual, we summarize what we have learned so far:
  Standard Model, its fields and Lagrangian;
Feynman rules  building of diagrams;
  Regularization, Ç -point functions, PV functions: 3	U	&	 functions  calculation of dia-
grams.
  QED one-loop diagrams, building blocks:
– photonic and fermionic self energies;
– vertices and boxes;
  First feeling of renormalization – subtraction at zero momentum;







– first feeling of divergence cancellation;
– Why renormalization is needed? Not clear yet...
5 ONE-LOOP DIAGRAMS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
In this lecture we continue our study of one-loop approximation in the SM. We present an overview of
the one-loop diagrams and of some simple physics related with them.
Remember that in QED we had only one bosonic self-energy diagram, one fermionic self-energy
diagram, one QED vertex and a couple of boxes. In the SM model in the arbitrary gauge the number of
diagrams grows drastically. In next two figures we give only two examples of bosonic self-energies; the
 self-energy described by 14 diagrams, see Fig. 5, and ^ self-energy — by 17 diagrams, Fig. 6. A full
collection of all self-energies and transitions occupies many pages, see Chapter 5 of Ref. [1]. The typical
number of vertices and boxes in the SM is also of the order of tens instead of 1-2 in case of QED.
5.1 Bosonic self-energy diagrams


















At the one-loop level the second term does not contribute (see Section 6.5 of Ref. [1]). We will denote























































































































































the first of which corresponds to the

0









5.1.1 Bosonic component of bosonic self-energies
By bosonic component we will understand the sum of all but the first [marked by (1) in both figures]
diagrams of Figs. 5–6. It is a gauge-dependent quantity and we will look at © ara , as a typical example,



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, but also at -.30 32 . , i.e. at the ^ mass shell.
This is a property of the ! gauge and is due to a proper treatment of the tadpoles (see discussion in
Section 2.6). This  -dependent part is bound to cancel with the other  -dependent parts coming from the
vertices and boxes for each physical amplitude it contributes to. This example teaches us that working in
the ! gauge, we mostly produce unphysical terms. This is the price being paid for an explicit control of
gauge invariance.
Actually, there is another approach to the calculation of the one-loop amplutudes, which is orga-
nized in such a way that all

-dependences cancel before calculation of integrals over Feynman parame-
ters.
# gauge. The number of diagrams contributing to the total self-energies, as well as the number of total
self-energies themselves in the # gauge, is very limited. Below the whole list is presented, where the






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































which provides far reaching
simplifications for a renormalization procedure. This is a property of the # gauge only. In the unitary




, thereby violating the unitary limit. These terms must also cancel in the sum of all one-loop
diagrams contributing to a physical amplitude. (Similar terms cancel in Eq. (354), although it is not as
easy to see this property.)
5.1.2 Fermionic components of bosonic self-energies
By fermionic component of a bosonic self-energy we understand the contribution of the first diagrams
in Figs. 5–6. They are gauge-independent contributions and an interesting physics is confined in them.







































































































































where  @ denotes the color factor, equal to L for leptons and to
P
for quarks.
The fermionic component of the
f









































and ? @ ² stands for the mass of the weak isospin partner of the fermion ﬀ .




















































For equal masses ? 0Y?
.





















































































































5.2 Heavy top asymptotic behaviour of self-energies; parameter $&"
Here we discuss one example of asymptotic behaviour of fermionic components of some bosonic self-
energies. In realistic calculations, say for LEP1/SLC, one may ignore all fermion masses but top quark.









although it is not so good at LEP1/SLC energies and is absolutely untrue at LEP2 energies. We need it
for an academic study of asymptotic behaviour when ?A× is the largest parameter and is the only scale of
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(366)














































































A supscript ‘fer’ reminds that only fermionic components of the bosonic self-energies contribute in the
considered asymptotic regime.







Ñ cancelled and therefore the asymptotic is quadratic in the > quark
mass. This is why one sometimes says that the $4"
\
is quadratically enhanced by the top quark mass.
Consider now another definition of a $&" parameter, which, as will be seen below, is a very relevant





















This quantity is gauge-invariant, as is clear from the discussion in the previous section. For this reason
it is used for the re-summation of large corrections, see below. If one ignores all masses but top quark
















It is very important to emphasize that $&" is the gauge-invariant but ultraviolet-divergent object.
By the way, the quantity $&"
\
, defined by Eq. (368), is neither gauge-invariant nor finite. In the literature,
a lot of other " ’s definitions are met. This creates a mess and a Babylon situation. One should always
bear in mind which definition of " is meant, before making any controversial conclusion.
1We do not discuss here the so-called Ø parameter, defined as the ratio of NC/CC effective Fermi couplings, and its relation
to parameter ÙØ . For more detail, see Section 6.11.3 of Ref. [1].
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5.3 Ultraviolet behaviour of fermionic components of bosonic self-energies
Other interesting physics is related to the ultraviolet behaviour of fermionic components of bosonic self-









We begin with a common initial expression, valid for both cases:
©
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As seen, the UV-behaviour is quite different. From Eq. (372), by counting of powers of z , one could
expect quadratic divergences (or poles at 0
O
) in both cases. However, in the vector case quadratic
divergences from the scalar and tensor parts of the diagram cancel, yielding residual logarithmic diver-
gence. In the scalar case the quadratic divergence survives.
This observation is traded as an exhibition of a non-naturalness of the radiative corrections to
the mass of a scalar field and is being used as one of the motivations for SUSY, where the quadratic
divergences cancel if one adds the contribution from sfermions.
In the framework of the SM, however, this does not represent any problem since the SM needs
renormalization anyway, and after renormalization all the divergences, both quadratic and logarithmic,
cancel identically. (See the discussion on renormalization below in the next lecture.)
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5.4 Calculation of decay rates in the Born approximation
5.4.1 Calculation via tree diagrams
In order to exhibit another interesting property of self-energy diagrams, we have to understand the Born








where we have indicated all the particles’ momenta.










































Below we sketch the calculation of ÍCÑ for the case where the final-state fermion masses are not ignored.



























































































































Next, we calculate of
spins
Ë 
. for three decays: µ	Á	 f .









































































where the coupling constants for two cases are
ﬀÔ0




	 for  0ü R
(381)




















































































	 for 0v R
(383)







































































We conclude our exercise with a list of answers for partial widths:





































































































5.4.2 Calculation through self-energy functions
Now we are ready to present another calculation of partial widths and to compare it with what we got in






























































































































































Substituting the imaginary parts into Eq. (388) and comparing the results with Eq. (386), we immediately








Ó  ﬀ ﬀ 	 (390)
i.e. the imaginary part of the fermionic component of the bosonic self-energy on the bosonic mass
shell is equal to the boson mass times the partial bosonic decay width into this fermionic pair. A similar
property takes place for the fermionic component of the
^^
self-energy and for the bosonic component
of bosonic self-energies.
5.5 Dispersion relation for  - .
As the last application of bosonic self-energies, we will consider the dispersion relation for  -/. . It is
being used for the calculation of the hadronic contribution to the running electromagnetic coupling Ü V ; Z .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































as an experimental input.























For more details about this subject see Section 1.5 of Ref. [1].
5.6 Fermion self-energies in the Standard Model













































Fig. 7: Fermionic self-energy diagrams
where ﬀ





















































































Each self-energy diagram containing a boson  -line is denoted by ©
Í
V~}-


















There are six 
Í
functions in the ! gauge, and only four [from (1) to (4) in Fig. 7] in the # gauge. As





























































where one sees the presence of the special PV function  -/. { ?A@ .












































































































































Self-energy diagrams, both bosonic and fermionic, are universal in the sense that they depend only on
the type of propagating particle. On the contrary, vertices and boxes depend on the process, and in this
sense are termed to be non-universal.
5.7 The Standard Model vertices
I will limit myself to only one example of a vertex shown in Fig. 8. The following classification is useful:
  (1) is the QED diagram;
  (2) and (12) form the  Abelian cluster;
  (3) and (8) are similarly the ^ Abelian cluster;
  (4) and (9)–(11) form the ^ non-Abelian cluster;
  remaining (5)–(7) and (13)–(14) form the f cluster.
Only diagrams (1)–(7) remain in the unitary gauge; Only diagrams (1)–(4) contribute in the case of
massless fermions.
As an example, consider the ^ Abelian cluster with virtual V ^ 	 [Z exchange for the case of the




and ?A× cannot be neglected.
The vertex is a vector, +Ý Î9 BI. , which, in turn, is different for two cases:










































































































































































Fig. 8: ÏÐOÑŁÒ>ÓÈÊÞ Þ vertices. The symbol ÏÐ8Ó in some graphs indicates that it contributes only to the Ð vertex.
The  é a

V~BI.
Z and  éa

V~BÁ.
Z are scalar form factors, bearing the sup-index d 0 gauge. In general, they





























































































































































































































































This vertex, as well as the Abelian diagrams of Fig. 8.(3,8) with virtual V ^ 	 [Z exchange, are one more





a enhanced terms. These terms are also called non-universal.
The world of vertices and boxes is much more rich than that of self-energies. Many more examples
may be be found in Sections 5.9–5.12 and 14.13–14.14 of Ref. [1]. We also would like to emphasize
that nowadays, one-loop diagrams are usually calculated using the methods of computer algebra. For
instance, all calculations in Ref. [1] are achieved by a set of codes written in form. These codes auto-
matically generate all the possible on-loop diagrams, substitute the Feynman rules and make the tensorial
reduction up to the scalar PV functions. In principle, they are accessible from the authors upon request.
5.8 Summary of five Lectures
Let us briefly summarize what we have studied and learned in the five lectures:
  Standard Model, its fields and Lagrangian;
Feynman rules  building of diagrams;
  Regularization, Ç -point functions;
PV functions  calculation of diagrams;
  Groups of diagrams, building blocks:
– Tadpoles reduce to one-point functions;
– Self-energies reduce to two- and one-point functions;








ß problem of quadratic divergences;
– Vertices reduce to 3,2,1 point functions;
– Boxes (direct/crossed) reduce to 4,3,2,1 functions.
We are approaching:
  Calculation of amplitudes for physical observables;
  Understanding the inevitability of renormalization.
6 RENORMALIZATION, ONE-LOOP AMPLITUDES, PRECISION TESTS OF THE SM
In the five previous lectures, our presentation was rather complete and consequent. Approaching the
most interesting subject, we face a lack of time and impossibility to continue with the same degree of
comprehension. This is why the following presentation will be unavoidably brief and fragmentary.
6.1 Renormalization for pedestrians
We begin with an explanation of the main principles of renormalization. However, first of all, we have
to devote some time to the Dyson re-summation.
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6.1.1 Dyson re-summation
Consider a bare propagator. Turning to the dressed one, we have to sum up all the one-loop insertions.

































This procedure is known as the Dyson re-summation.



























The - 9 -  part does not contribute whenever one considers
î
9G as being coupled to a conserved fermionic




























with  Vl- . Z given by Eq. (263). This equation describes the running electromagnetic coupling.
Similarly, for the  boson propagator in the

0













































































There is a big difference between Eqs. (412) and (414). The former does not change the position of the
pole of the photon propagator, which was at - . 0 K before summation (bare propagator) and remained
at -.0
K
after. We must emphasize however that it does change the residue of the photon propagator,
which was equal to one before summation. On the contrary, Eq. (414) drastically changes the position
of the pole of the  propagator. The bare propagator had the pole at - . 0 M2 .X . Let us recall now
Eqs. (388) and (390). We see that the pole of the re-summed propagator shifts into the complex plane
because © X|X Vk- . Z has an imaginary part. Therefore, the Dyson re-summation results in the Breit–Wigner
form of the propagator of an unstable particle. However, it is not a full story. The quantity © X|X Vl-/. Z also
possesses a divergent real part and the re-summed expression is meaningless. To continue, we must learn
more about renormalization procedure.
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6.1.2 Renormalization in QED
We come back to QED describing the interaction of spin- 
.
particles with photons. We recall the QED

























































































There are many alternative ways to describe renormalization. Here we use the language of the
so-called on-mass-shell renormalization (OMS).
The QED Lagrangian is unambiguous at tree level. Moving to higher orders, we face problems
because both the individual diagrams and their sum contain UV and IR divergences, and one has to
modify something in the procedure of the calculations in order to get a meaningful answer.
A natural question might be raised: Which are the fields and parameters that the Lagrangian of
Eq. (415) is made of? We assume that it is made of some bare fields and parameters labelled with indices
K
, and specify the renormalization constants for both fields —  9 and m — and parameters — the mass





































The renormalization constants, as everything else within a perturbative approach, are assumed to be








































































































The first part of the Lagrangian,


, generates the standard set of diagrams and Feynman rules which



















































and we have to take into account contributions generated by both parts.
The crucial moment in the above modification is an assumption that we have two kind of fields
and parameters, bare and physical ones, and that they are related by the simplest kind of transformation,
a multiplicative scale transformation Eq. (417) with some yet unknown renormalization constants. In this
way, we introduced into the theory a set of new parameters (degrees of freedom) which should somehow
be fixed. We will see that there is a very physical way of their fixation, after which all UV-divergences
do automatically cancel. In order to understand better the meaning of the fixation procedure, we will
consider once again diagrams of a different kind.
The photon propagator.




























The essence of the on-mass-shell renormalization scheme is to preserve the meaning of the original
parameters of the Lagrangian. For the dressed photonic propagator, we require that its residue should be





















This requirement guarantees that the wave function for external photonic lines does not change due to












































































The second fixation condition. For the dressed electron propagator we also require residue 0 L (residue


















? (this point is sometimes called the subtraction point). It is sufficient to take into account only





























































































































The first equation is mass renormalization, whilst the second is wave function renormalization. the
residue one requirement preserves the external line electron wave function from being renormalized by
the one-loop radiative corrections and simultaneously fixes two more counter-terms.






































































































































The ﬂµ'(*')+ vertex. Consider the ﬂ*')(µ')+ vertex with both fermions on mass shell. Collect again all con-
tributions to the ﬂ 9 -part of the ﬂµ'('+ vertex in the one-loop approximation. In terms of   BI.ﬃ	Æ? ,





































In the spirit of on-mass-shell renormalization we have to preserve the meaning of the parameters of the










, which preserves the Thompson limit of the electric charge from being renormalized by



























Substituting the already fixed counter-term   à , and the derived expression for  V K 	Æ? Z , we observe






























So, all the counter-terms in the Lagrangian are fixed and one may calculate any QED process at the
one-loop level.
Let us summarize our findings:
  The one-loop and the counter-term contributions for any external on-shell line compensate each





fermion process, at the one-loop level, we encounter only two building blocks:













































2) The renormalized vertex,  ô è


























































Integral representations, limiting cases.
At the end of our study of renormalization in QED, we present the integral representation of two renor-
malized quantities and discuss some of their properties.
















































	 for - .  K 	 (444)
which is the well-known contribution to the Uehling effect, i.e. the modification of Coulomb law due to
vacuum polarization.














	 for ; 0  - . rD R (445)
The  ôlè

























































































which has an infrared origin and which will be compensated in any realistic calculation by the contri-
bution of the real soft photons emission and also by the box diagrams which are ultraviolet finite by
themselves.
6.2 Non-minimal OMS renormalization scheme in the # gauge
Now we briefly discuss the on-mass-shell renormalization in the SM. In the spirit, it is absolutely anal-
ogous to that we have considered in QED. Moreover, in the # gauge, we are dealing only with physical
fields, and the renormalization procedure is particularly simple.
6.2.1 Multiplicative renormalization in the SM
In the SM, the independent quantities of the scheme are: the electric charge, the masses of all particles



























































































































Fermionic mass renormalization is more involved, due to the mixing. We introduce the matrices of the
























All but one of the renormalization constants are fixed by requiring that the residue of all the propagators












































Within the OMS renormalization scheme, one has to adopt two definitions, valid to all orders in
the perturbation theory.







































The necessity to adopt them as definitions follows from the fact that ; a and d are not independent
quantities in this framework.
6.2.2 Counter-term Lagrangian
With the aid of the same procedure used in the case of QED, it is rather easy to derive the counter-
terms Lagrangian from an original one, using multiplicative renormalization Eqs. (448)–(451). Here we
present only the final result.









































































































































































































should be understood as a notation. In general, these matrices are non-diagonal and even non-Hermitian,












which directly enter the kinetic term.

































































































































































































































































































with 2ba and 2hX being the physical masses of the vector bosons, and  being the CKM mixing matrix.
The full list of bosonic renormalization constants, which is derived after their fixation by residue
one requirements, looks as follows: (we note that an unnatural looking of the first three rows is an artifact






































































































































































































It should be noted that we use a convention for arguments. For every self-energy function: © [J[ ,  ¢u¢ ,...






... On the contrary, in
the argument list of every !Ê	Á Ê RºRºR function, we will explicitly maintain the sign.
6.2.3 Linearized form of the counter-term Lagrangian
Since we are working within the perturbation theory, where all renormalization constants are a power
series in the coupling constant '. (cf. Eq. (418)), we may simplify a little the counter-term interaction























































































































































































































This is the so-called linearized form of the counter-term Lagrangian from which one easily derives addi-
tional Feynman rules for vertices involving renormalization constants.
6.2.4 Fermionic renormalization constants
In previous sections we calculated all the renormalization constants associated with bosonic fields and
masses. We still need to fix fermionic renormalization constants, Eq. (461), and fermionic mass renor-
malization,  h ﬂ , Eq. (450).
The procedure of fixation is very similar to that of QED, although it has some peculiar features
due to the presence of ﬂ
ù
. Below we briefly sketch the procedure.
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K (see the proof in Section 6.6 of Ref. [1]).



























The kinetic and mass terms of the counter-term Lagrangian may be symbolically depicted as:
ﬀ ﬀ































































































































































assuming that from the left side of Eq. (468) the Dirac equation holds, i.e.  }- 0  ? . Equation (470) is





. Higher-order terms ßYV~V  }- N ? Z~Z . may be neglected on the mass shell.
To summarize our study of the renormalization procedure, we recall the important steps:
  Dyson re-summation;
  Invention of the renormalization constants;
  Construction of the counter-term Lagrangian;
  Fixation of the renormalization constants in the spirit of the OMS scheme;
  Physical meaning of the residue one requirement.
We recall that the residue one requirement means that we preserve the physical meaning of the param-
eters of the original Lagrangian. This means in turn, that renormalization has nothing to do with the
cancellation of divergences. We obtain the cancellation of UV-divergences for free as a byproduct of a
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procedure aimed at preserving the physical meaning of the parameters from being changed by radiative
corrections. This means in turn, that within a renormalizable theory, the problem of UV-divergences
simply does not present. We need, of course, to exploit a well-defined regularization, nowadays dimen-
sional regularization, in order to parametrize the divergences of individual terms. However, after proper
treatment of the Lagrangian parameters, all the UV-divergences cancel identically, in other words the
theory becomes UV-finite.
It is necessary to understand, however, one important difference of the SM from usual QED. In
QED we were able to introduce the notion of the renormalized diagram for every individual diagram,
see Eqs. (442) and (446). In the SM it is, in general, impossible. As an example, consider  self-energy
(Fig. 5) in general p gauge. It could be subdivided into a fermionic component, Fig. 5.(1), and bosonic
one, Fig. 5.(2-14).














































, which is known to be gauge-invariant, is free
of UV-pole, and therefore, full analogy with QED holds. However, the bosonic component of Eq. (472),
although also UV-free, does depend on

, and therefore the notion of the renormalized self-energy di-





Z even contains UV-divergences. The
gauge-dependent terms cancel in the sum of self-energy, vertex and box diagrams for a physical ampli-
tude. The same is true for UV-poles in the unitary gauge.
With this minimal knowledge about the renormalization procedure, we are ready to discuss the
amplitudes for some physical processes.
6.3 One-loop amplitudes
6.3.1 The Born amplitude and diagrams
To approach the discussion of the amplitudes and to introduce more notions, we begin with the Born
approximation of the amplitude of the process '(*')+, ﬀ ﬀ . It is described by the two tree-level diagrams












The photon exchange amplitude has a unique vector 7 vector structure, whilst the  exchange amplitude



































































































 LQ-basis R (473)
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Here ﬂ _ 0 LI÷ ﬂ
ù



































































































































or, using '.M0 

Ü

















which is equal to one in the lowest order. Of course, it may differ from one due to radiative corrections.
This will be the subject of next section.
6.4 Muon decay, Sirlin’s parameter $&%
As already mentioned in the first lecture, one has to exploit somehow the precise measurement of the









+]ù GeV +]. , the
relevant accuracy is ß L K +]ù . In this section we briefly discuss the relevant issues. For a complete
presentation, see Chapter 4 and Section 7.13 of Ref. [1].
6.4.1 Muon lifetime










If one includes lowest-order QED corrections and ^ boson propagator effects, then for the inverse muon


























































is the phase space factor, and Ü +  ? . 9 	 L
P
þ is the QED running coupling constant at the scale ? 9 .

































where ì 7 is the electron energy in the muon rest frame.





































Since the electron mass ? 7 is very small, it is sufficient to calculate the real and virtual QED radiative
corrections ignoring the electron mass.
6.4.2 Real corrections in : -decay


















The quantity of experimental interest is the transition probability summed over the full photonic phase












































































































Note the appearance of the IR-pole term, which is due to the soft photon emission.
6.4.3 Virtual QED corrections for : -decay
There are three diagrams that contribute to the ßYV ÜµZ QED corrections in the Fermi theory, which are







The effect of the virtual diagrams may be seen as dressing the lowest-order interaction «87 ﬂŁo]ﬂ
(
89 with





























Note that only the first term has the Born-like structure, the second and third ones are new and this is










































































The virtual corrections contribute via interference of the amplitude Eq. (486) with the Born am-










































The lowest-order result is multiplied by a correction factor, î  , which is ultraviolet finite (after renorma-
lization), but infrared divergent; the induced form factors, 
.
and  E , are finite. The latter should be
the case, since there are no other sources to compensate any divergence of induced form factors. The
infrared divergence must cancel when we combine the contribution of the virtual photons, Eq. (488),
with real photons contribution,  D ô Vlj Z , Eq. (485).
6.4.4 Total QED corrections for : -decay
The experimentally observable quantity is the sum of the two transition probabilities for real and virtual































































































































Let us emphasize again that this result was calculated within QED 7 effective 4-fermion Fermi theory.
Of course, the calculation could be performed exclusively within the Standard Model framework. This
























However, the Fermi constant was historically defined by Eq. (490). This is why we sketched, first of all,
a derivation within the Fermi theory. Now we turn to a complete calculation within the SM.
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6.4.5 EW corrections for muon decay, Sirlin’s parameter $&%
Turning to the discussion of complete one-loop corrections to : decay, we note first of all that the QED
corrections, discussed in the previous section, form a gauge-invariant result. Moreover, both the QED
and remaining EW corrections are infrared- and ultraviolet-finite and gauge-invariant, therefore they can


















































































































as if it could be re-summed to all orders (similar to the Dyson re-summation) as would be true for $ Ü
(see Eq. (502) below).







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and the finite parts of the 
\
function as in Eqs. (361)–(362).
6.4.6 Re-summation of large corrections
In order to reach a high precision of theoretical predictions, one has to improve upon the one-loop








































































































































z stands for a summation over leptons and five light quarks.





X , is defined at the scale : 0 2YX . The two
quantities in Eq. (499) are defined at the scale : 0 2ha as an artifact of the definition in Eq. (361).
It is reasonable to re-scale all the relevant quantities to the natural value of the scale : 0 2 X . The
quantity $&"  , evaluated at : 0 2 X , is a gauge-invariant object, and therefore a good candidate for a


















































































































































X is dictated by renormalization group arguments. The re-summation







Z finds its roots in the two-loop EW calculations (G. Degrassi et al.
1996–1999). The Eq. (506) is therefore an improved version of the one-loop result Eq. (496).




























Equation (506) formally looks like an equation for conversion factor ﬀ , cf. Eq. (478). If all radiative
corrections are switched off, ﬀ 0 L , and ﬀ differs from 1 due to non-zero radiative corrections. We may
consider the Eq. (506) as an equation with respect to 2ha . The results of an iterative solution of this
equation for the 2 a which incorporate second-order electroweak corrections, without and with QCD
correction ßYV ÜµÜ Ý Z , are shown in the Tab. 1. This Table is shown not only to give some taste of the
Table 1: The  -boson mass, óõô [GeV] in OMS scheme, ö÷ãø±ù — first entry, ö8÷Zø±ùú}Ç·ûxù — second entry.
?
× [GeV] 2 g [GeV]
65 300 1000

























































































numbers. It shows that the two-loop corrections of ßYV ÜÜ*Ý]Z shift the predicted mass of the 2ha boson
by about 80 MeV, which is bigger than the present experimental error of direct measurements of 2ha !
It is a nice illustration of the importance of precision calculations.
6.5  resonance observables at one loop
Before discussing  resonance observables, we have to give two definitions in order to understand the
terminology that has arisen in the depths of the LEP community.











calculated for a given value of ; 0  ìI. with all available higher-order corrections (QCD, EW), includ-
ing real and virtual QED photonic corrections, possibly accounting for kinematical cuts.
Definition 2 Pseudo-Observables. They are related to measured cross-sections and asymmetries by a
de-convolution or unfolding procedure (i.e. undressing of QED corrections). The concept of the pseudo-
observability itself is rather difficult to define. One way to introduce it is to say that the experiments
measure some primordial (basically cross-sections and thereby also asymmetries) quantities which are
then reduced to secondary quantities under a set of specific assumptions. Within these assumptions, the
secondary quantities, the pseudo-observables, also deserve the label of observability.
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6.5.1 The  partial widths
The  partial widths represent a typical example of pseudo-observables, i.e. they have to be defined. At





Fig. 9: Process ÐÆÈÊÞ Þ ; Born approximation.
Its amplitude is written by the direct application of the Feynman rules of Section 2.11. Like Eq. (473),




























































Both expressions are identical and we write both for didactic reasons only. The partial width of the
W ﬀ ﬀ decay in the Born approximation is given by Eq. (386) which we recall here:





































Here the  –fermion couplings are defined by Eq. (401).
6.5.2 QED diagrams and corrections















Fig. 10: Process ÐÆÈÊÞ Þ ; QED corrections.
QED diagrams are separately gauge-invariant and finite. Their contribution integrated over the full



















6.5.3 The W ﬀ ﬀ decay amplitude
All remaining one-loop diagrams refer to EW corrections. They form another gauge-invariant subset
of diagrams. Recall that all the counter-terms were fixed in such a way that all external lines remain









Fig. 11: Process ÐÆÈüÞ Þ ; fermion vertex and its counter-terms.
The effect of radiative corrections may be parametrized in terms of amplitude form factors. In the
massless approximation, the amplitude has a Born-like structure with only two form factors and again


















































































We see that the only difference from the Born case is the replacement L   V ½  2 .X . With the aid
of this amplitude one constructs the  partial widths, Ó
@ , which can be compared, in principle, with the
experimental data.
6.5.4 The  width in the one-loop approximation

























































































































. This procedure eliminates running QED coupling $ Ü V 2 .X Z from  X ½ V 2 .X and to an extent
minimizes the radiative correction, since $ Ü V 2 .X Z contains big logs. Define the two effective couplings
100
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9 was discussed in Section 6.4.5. In terms of these effective couplings the one-loop improved
























































In Eq. (519), we included factors  @ [ and  @
T
, which accumulate final state (FSR) QED and QCD cor-
rections. The lowest-order QED 7 QCD result may be obtained from Eq. (512) if one remembers the




















Now many more terms have been are computed and really needed to match the high precision of the
experiment. The factors  @ [ ½
T

























































































































The discussion of FSR QED 7 QCD corrections deserves a separate lecture.
At the end of this section I would like to emphasize:
1. We met an important notion of the amplitude form factors. Since they describe a physical ampli-
tude (or another physical quantity, like the anomalous magnetic moment), they are gauge-invariant
and divergence-free functions (or constants). Moreover, we may rephrase slightly the definition of
pseudo-observables given above, as follows:
2. Definition: In a very general sense, the pseudo-observable is a construction made of gauge-
invariant form factors of an amplitude of a process.
Therefore, Sirlin’s parameter $&% or the " -parameter of Eq. (518), " @ X , are typical pseudo-obser-
vables, whilst Veltman’s parameter $&" is not.
6.5.5 Re-summation of large corrections
In a similar way to what has been done for $&% , one has to improve upon the one-loop approximation for
"
@


































X are automatically accounted for.
Therefore, in contrast to what happened in the re-summation of $&% , here one has to re-sum only
the ? .
×



























































» -parts 	 (525)
where some

» -parts are added (see Section 6.11.6.3 of Ref. [1]). These are second-order terms, en-
hanced by

.Ç@ (where Ç@ is the total number of fermions in the SM) which have to be taken into
account as soon as the leading two-loop corrections are added.


































The inclusion of higher-order irreducible effects, is achieved by means of the modification of the leading




































The numerical results for ¶)¹  . .
7
èþ
, derived including the re-summation of the leading corrections and the












are shown in Tab. 2.
























































This table illustrates that the ¶)¹  . .
7
èþ
is quite sensitive to variations of both ?A× and 2bg . It is
instructive to compare a typical variation due to Higgs mass ø K R K|K|K 
ã
with the present combined
experimental error ø K R K|K|K
O
þ
. This illustrates why the present precision already ensures a sensitivity to
the mass of the Higgs boson.
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6.6 Realistic observables in the process ' ( ' +  ﬀ ﬀ
For this process we may also consider a gauge-invariant subset of QED diagrams: QED vertices, ﬂﬂ and
ﬂ boxes. It has to be considered together with four QED bremsstrahlung diagrams, Fig. 12. The sum





























Fig. 12: Bremsstrahlung process 	
	9ÈÊÞ Þ .
6.6.1 One-loop diagrams and corrections for ')(µ')+ﬁﬀ ﬀ
The remaining one-loop diagrams form the non-QED or weak corrections. The total weak amplitude
may be represented as the sum of dressed ﬂ and  exchange amplitudes plus the contribution from weak
box diagrams, i.e. & and ^^ boxes. The & boxes are separately gauge-invariant.
Fermionic loops are also separately gauge-invariant and may be re-summed. Bosonic loops have
















Fig. 13: Process 	
















Fig. 14: Process 	 



















Fig. 15: Process 	 
 	  ÈüÏÐOÑŁÒ>ÓÈÊÞ Þ ; self energies and kinetic counter-terms.
If external fermion masses are neglected, then the complete one-loop amplitude (OLA) can be described







There are two ways of representing the dressed amplitude:
















































































































2) In terms of the effective couplings " 7 @HV ; 	 > Z and ý/  V ; 	 > Z , which in this case are ; 	 > -dependent,












































































































there is the corrected ﬂ -exchange amplitude, which contains, by construction, only

























There are residual corrections to the photon exchange diagram but it is always possible to assign them to
the  exchange amplitude, since both contain the same Dirac structure ﬂ 9 7 ﬂ 9 .



































































































































Here L is due to the Born amplitude which has also been included.
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6.6.2 Convolution with QED radiation
Here we briefly discuss the subsequent chain of calculations. Having constructed OLA amplitudes,
Eqs. (529)–(531), which may also be called the Improved Born Approximation (or IBA) amplitudes,
we may calculate the corresponding IBA cross-section. The latter may also be called doubly de-
convoluted cross-section, i.e. prior to subsequent convolution with Initial State (ISR) and Final State
(FSR) radiations. It is convenient to introduce the notion of a singly de-convoluted cross-section, i.e.
with FSR and without ISR; the latter being a function of the reduced c.m.s. energy ;

and possible
kinematical cuts in the final state.
So, the natural next step would be: From IBA  IBA  FSR cross-section. This would give us a kernel









w	 cuts Z R (532)
The final step would be: From IBA  FSR cross-section  complete QED convoluted cross-section,
which would account for multiple real bremsstrahlung in the ISR, virtual ISR corrections and corrections






Fig. 16: ISR  FSR QED corrections for 	 	¹ÈÊÏÐlÑaÓÈÊÞ Þ .
The ISR corrections are accounted for by means of the structure functions (SF),  Vy { ; Z , or the
flux function (FF), f Vkj { ; Z . The QED convoluted cross-section Â4V ; Z is related to the kernel cross-

























where the flux function
f





















































with the virtual + soft photon part being exponentiated.




in the leading log
approximation (LLA). These issues deserve, indeed, a separate lecture.
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6.7 Experimental status of the SM
I shall present only two plots taken from Ref. [7], courtesy of M. Gru¨newald, referring for a comprehen-
sive experimental review of this field to Ref. [7] and to his work Ref. [8].
The overall status of the SM might be well illustrated by the so-called pulls, Fig. 17. Although
there are several points where deviations between the theory and experiment approach two standards,
the average situation should be ranked as extremely good. We note that the level of precision reached
is of the order of ø L K +
E
, and that it is extremely non-trivial to control all the experimental systematics







distribution derived from a combined fit of all the world experimental data to the SM exploiting the
best knowledge of precision theoretical calculations which is realized in computer codes ZFITTER and
TOPAZ0. It illustrates what we call an indirect discovery of the Higgs boson made via the study of
constraints, provided by PHEP, as discussed in the first lecture.
Measurement Pull Pull
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0 lept 0.2321-  ±&  0.0010    .60
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1 0.2255-  ±&  0.0021   1.13
m! W1  [GeV
# ]$! 1 # $ 80.4482  ±&  0.062   1.02
mt5  [GeV




(5) 0.02804-  ± 0.00065   -.05
Stanford 1999
Fig. 17: Pulls for pseudo-observables. The pull is defined as the difference between the measurement and the SM prediction cal-










øA>·Çú}Ç;:B;C GeV ÑED × ø





















Fig. 18: The Blue-Band. Curve showing KMLONPRQ STVU NWYX øLZNPRQ STVU NWYXE[ LZNPRQ S as a function of U W . The width of the shaded
band around the curve shows the theoretical uncertainty. The two lines correspond to different calculations of KM\M]^`_ TVU Na X ,
namely KM\ ]^`_ TVU Na X ø ùcb ùcd;eù;fhgùcb ùÎùÎùi;j (Eidelman, Jegerlehner) and KM\ ]^`_ TVU Na X øÆùb ùcdk;e`flgùb ù·ùÎùcdi (theory-driven
analyses). Also shown is the region excluded at mj;n CL by the negative direct search for the Higgs boson at LEP2, opxù·ù GeV.
These figures, as well as many more proofs of the correctness of the SM collected in recent exper-
iments, convinces us to conclude these lectures with:
7 CONCLUSION
q The Standard Model has been completed theoretically and must be ranked as The Standard Theory,
which should completely replace QED.
q The Standard Theory has not been completed experimentally.
The Higgs boson is the only ingredient still waiting to be discovered, and it will inevitably be
discovered. However, it is very difficult to predict where and when?
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